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A B S T R A C T

Marine resources and industry have become one of the most important pillars in economic development all over
the world. However, corrosion of materials is always the most serious problem to the infrastructure and
equipment served in marine environment. Researchers have found that microbiologically influenced corrosion
(MIC) and marine bio-fouling are two main mechanisms of marine corrosions due to the complicated marine
environment and marine organisms. This article summarized the latest research progress about these two me-
chanisms and indicated that both MIC and marine bio-fouling are closely related to the biofilms on material
surfaces formed by the marine microorganisms and their metabolites. As a result, to prevent the occurrence of
MIC and bio-fouling, it is important to control the microorganisms in biofilms or prevent the adhesion and
formation of biofilms. The traditional method of using chemical bactericide or antifoulant faces the problems of
pollution and microorganism resistance. This article introduced four research approaches about the new ten-
dency of applying new materials and technologies to cooperate with traditional chemicals to achieve better and
longer effects with lower environment pollution through synergistic actions. Finally, some future research
tendencies were proposed for whole marine anti-corrosion and anti-fouling areas.

1. Introduction

The ocean covers about 70% of the earth's surface area and the
ocean transport supports 90% of freight transportation in the world
trade. As a result, marine resources and marine industry have become
one of the indispensable pillars in economic development. However,
marine environment is an extremely harsh corrosive environment for
metals and other materials used in the ocean industry [1–3]. Firstly,
seawater itself is an electrolyte with high corrosiveness. Secondly,
ocean environment is complicated because marine organisms and their
metabolite will influence the materials together to cause corrosion.
Corrosion of materials is always the main reason to cause destructions
and abandonments of infrastructure and industrial equipment served in
the marine environment. It has been recognized all around the world
that corrosion losses exceed the total loss of all other nature disasters

[4]. In China, the annual loss caused by corrosion is about 3–5% of GDP
[4,5]. In order to use marine resources efficiently, it is necessary to
study the mechanism of material corrosion in marine environment and
the methods to prevent corrosion [6].

Corrosion happened in marine environment is complicated because
different kinds of corrosion processes occurred, and the most special
one is that there are many kinds of marine organisms in the ocean in-
cluding microorganisms, plants and animals. A huge part of material
corrosions happened in marine environment was related to the inter-
actions between materials and marine organisms. Researchers have
found that there are two main mechanisms including microbiologically
influenced corrosion (MIC) and marine bio-fouling. This article will
summarize some recent research progress about these two mechanisms
and introduce some new methods and materials which can improve the
protection effects against MIC and marine bio-fouling.
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2. Marine corrosion mechanisms

2.1. Microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC)

Microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC) is the corrosion of
metal materials which is accelerated directly by the life activities of
microorganisms or indirectly by their metabolites [7,8]. A large part of
the economic losses in marine industry are caused by MIC. According to
statistics, MIC accounts for about 20% of the total economic losses
[9,10]. MIC is often produced by a mixture of anaerobic sulfate-redu-
cing bacteria (SRB) and aerobic iron-oxidizing bacteria (IOB) [11–14].
Under actual working conditions, these two micro-organisms accelerate
the corrosion of materials through synergistic actions. IOB consumes
oxygen in the medium to create an appropriate growth environment for
anaerobic SRB and then promote the corrosion of the matrix by SRB
[15–17]. During this process, SRB and IOB cooperate together to form
biofilms on metal surfaces which are usually composed of sessile cells,
extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) and corrosion products from
these two bacteria [18–20]. Biofilm plays a very important role in MIC
and the development of biofilm theory and analytical techniques have
led up to a better understanding of the whole process of MIC [21–23].
Fig. 1 shows the formation and development of biofilm affected by the
metabolic activity of microorganisms and the corrosion caused by
biofilms [24]. The whole process generally includes 6 steps: (1) an
adsorbed film is created on the metal surface; (2) planktonic micro-
organisms migrate to the material surface attracted by the adsorbed
film; (3) planktonic microorganisms attach to the active sites on the
material surface and change into sessile microorganisms; (4) the sessile
microorganisms grow and produce metabolites to form biofilms; (5)
with increase of metabolites and corrosion products, mature and stable
biofilms are formed and start causing corrosion; (6) with the pass of
time, the stability of biofilms decreases, and then part of them will fall
off to create heterogeneous biofilms.

Many studies have found that the composition of biofilms is com-
plex, leading to complicated effects on the corrosion of materials, and
biofilms formed in different periods also have different effects on the
corrosion, and finally heterogeneous biofilms caused by the falling off
of unstable biofilms will create localized corrosion of materials to ac-
celerate the corrosion rate [25–28]. The reason why heterogeneous
biofilms cause localized corrosion can be explained by the oxygen
concentration cell theory [29]. When heterogeneous biofilms occur at
material surface, the sites with dense biofilms prevent oxygen to spread
to them and the aerobic bacteria in biofilms also exclude the oxygen
underneath the biofilms. Both of them result in creating low oxygen
concentration sites. Consequently, these sites serve as anodic sites to
corrode the material. At the same time, the sites with less dense biofilms
or no biofilm having higher oxygen concentrations serve as cathodic
sites for oxygen reduction reaction and electron consumption [30].

Traditional theories which try to explain the MIC mechanism like
the oxygen concentration cell theory above used to consider that mi-
croorganisms and biofilms do not participate in corrosion process di-
rectly. However, with the research progress of MIC, Gu et al. [31]
proposed a new theory called bio-catalytic cathodic sulfate reaction
(BCSR) which explains the mechanism of MIC more precisely from the
angles of bioenergetics and bio-electrochemistry for the first time in
2009. After that, a lot of literature and studies [27,29,32–37] did re-
searches to explain, prove and complete this BCSR theory. In general
situation, microorganisms require an electron donor as energy source
and an electron acceptor to provide energy for their metabolism. For
the key microorganism which causes MIC, SRB, fatty acids like lactate
usually act as organic carbon source and electron donor for its growth
and sulfate is used as the terminal electron acceptor to finish the oxi-
dation and reduction reaction process. In BCSR theory, when SRB forms
biofilms on the iron surface, biofilms act as mass transfer barriers to
prevent carbon source diffusion. When the top layer of a biofilm con-
sume carbon source, the sessile SRB near the metal surface will live in
an environment with less carbon source. Since there is no carbon source
and electron from outside, starved SRB will use elemental iron as the
electron donor to corrode it and produce energy for maintenance. When
iron is corroded by SRB, the electrons released by iron oxidation will be
transported across the SRB cell wall and finally applied in the sulfate
reduction happening in the cytoplasm of SRB. Fig. 2 shows the differ-
ences between the situations of organic carbon-sulfate reduction and
BCSR with iron as the electron donor [36]. As a result, BCSR answered
the first question that the purpose for microorganisms to corrode metal
is to obtain energy from the process to maintain their lives due to the
lack of carbon source in biofilms.

The second question that BCSR tries to answer is how the MIC
process happens. As shown in Fig. 2 [36], oxidation of insoluble iron
happens outside SRB while sulfate reduction occurs inside SRB. So the
electrons released by iron oxidation are needed to be transferred
through a form of electron transport chain to across the cell wall and
finally into the cytoplasm of SRB to participate the sulfate reduction. A
new method, extracellular electron transfer (EET), is introduced to
explain how the electrons cross the SRB cell wall [38]. EET has two
main types including direct electron transfer (DET) and mediated
electron transfer (MET) [39,40]. Fig. 3 illustrates the mechanism of
DET and MET [33].

As shown in Fig. 3 [33], there are two transfer methods in DET.
When sessile cells attach to the iron directly, the c-cytochrome is ap-
plied to transfer electrons and when sessile cells are very close to the
iron surface, conductive nanowires (pili) will be secreted to link cells to
iron surface only when the SRB culture medium is lack of organic
carbon. For MET, electron mediators are needed to transfer electrons
from iron surface to SRB cells. Zhang et al. [33] and Li et al. [40] de-
monstrated that two common electron mediators, riboflavin and flavin

Fig. 1. Schematic process of formation of biofilm and MIC [24].
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adenine dinucleotide (FAD), could accelerate the MIC of 304 stainless
steel and C1018 carbon steel by the biofilm of SRB Desulfovibrio vulgaris
through examining the weight loss and pit depth of metals occurring
during corrosion process. Both of these researches proved that EET is a
bottleneck for electron transfer in MIC on macro level. Huang et al. [41]
went deeper in this area and firstly confirmed that EET is a bottleneck
in MIC by Pseudomonas aeruginosa at genetic level. They found that
phzH gene in Pseudomonas aeruginosa encodes the enzyme to produce a
kind of electron transfer mediator molecules to regulate EET of 2205
DSS.

2.2. Marine bio-fouling

Marine bio-fouling comes from the undesirable settlement and ac-
cumulation of marine microorganisms, plants and animals on sub-
merged surfaces of materials and it has huge adverse influence on the
infrastructure and equipment served in marine industries [42–45].
Marine bio-fouling increases the weight and roughness of ship hulls
which increases the frictional resistance and then causes additional fuel
consumption. It also initiates or accelerates the corrosion of metal and
concrete structures, raising the dangerous of failure of marine equip-
ment and facilities [46]. Bio-fouling will attach on seawater pipelines
used in near-sea industries and net cages used in aquaculture industry
which will decrease the efficiency of equipment and the production of
aquatic products respectively [47,48]. Additional, bio-fouling organ-
isms on ship vessels will migrate to different oceans where they are not
naturally belong to and disturb the ecological system [49]. Therefore,
marine bio-fouling is a serious issue need to be prevented and solved for
both marine economy and marine environment.

Previous researches have come up with a general consideration
about the formation and growth of marine bio-fouling which is related
to biofilm as shown in Fig. 4 including the following steps [50]: (1) an
absorbed film quickly forms on the submerged surface due to adsorp-
tion of proteins, glycoproteins and polysaccharides; (2) bacteria and
other microorganisms adhere on the absorbed film and gradually de-
velop into a biofilm by secreting extracellular polymeric substances
(EPS) consisting of proteins and polysaccharides to envelope and fix
themselves; (3) marine organisms like diatoms, larva and microalgae
spores accumulate on the surfaces of materials because biofilm can
provide nutrients for them; (4) larvae of marine macro-organisms such
as barnacles settle and grow on the surfaces of materials as macro-
foulers. This common formation process for most bio-fouling organisms

Fig. 2. Schematic showing the processes of: (A) organic carbon-sulfate reaction and (B) SRB corrode iron with iron as the electron donor in BCSR [36].

Fig. 3. Schematic drawing of mechanisms of DET and MET in EET [33].

Fig. 4. The typical growing process of marine bio-fouling [50].
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illustrates the relationship between microorganisms and macro-foulers
like mussels and barnacles. Macro-foulers are major components and
the last results of bio-fouling formation, while microorganisms are the
origins of bio-fouling formation because of the proper settle sites and
conditions they create, and nutrients they provide to attract new or-
ganisms. The activities of microorganisms could regulate the formation
of macro-foulers, while the accumulation of macro-foulers could bring
some protection for microorganisms and biofilms from being elimi-
nated.

However, this general formation model cannot apply to all marine
organisms because there are more than 4000 fouling organisms in the
ocean and different marine environments may lead to different domi-
nant fouling organisms and different biological habit. For example, D.
Roberts et al. found that the cyprids of barnacle Amphibalanus
Amphitrite can settle on the surface of materials without the presence of
a biofilm [51].

2.3. Comparison between MIC and marine bio-fouling

Based on the introduction and description of MIC and bio-fouling,
some differences and similarities are summarized as below:

The differences between MIC and bio-fouling:

1. MIC is a corrosion process occurring at micro level, while bio-
fouling is a settlement and accumulation process occurring at macro
level;

2. Organisms related to MIC are only different microorganisms, while
organisms related to bio-fouling include different microorganisms,
plants and animals;

3. MIC damages the materials directly, while bio-fouling's damage is
more wide and complicated at different areas.

The similarities between MIC and bio-fouling include the following
points:

1. Both MIC and bio-fouling start from the formation of an absorbed
film on the material surface;

2. The formations of MIC and bio-fouling are both closely related to the
biofilms created by marine microorganisms;

3. Similar origins of MIC and bio-fouling lead to their similar preven-
tion strategies. If a method could destroy formed biofilms and pre-
vent the formation of new biofilms, it could eliminate or prevent
MIC and bio-fouling at the same time.

3. Research approaches of marine anti-corrosion and anti-fouling

Based on the studies of mechanisms of MIC and marine bio-fouling,

it is known that biofilm is the main triggering condition for both of
them. For MIC, biofilm is an indispensable key factor which participates
into the corrosion process directly according to the newest BCSR
theory. For marine bio-fouling, biofilm is the main factor to attract most
kinds of fouling organisms to settle and grow on material surface. As a
result, to prevent and eliminate MIC or marine bio-fouling on the sur-
face of materials served in marine environment, it is important to
control the activity of microorganisms in biofilms or to prevent the
adhesion of marine organisms and the formation of biofilms. Nowadays,
the mostly applied method in marine industry is to use chemical bac-
tericide or antifoulant by their toxic effects to kill the marine organisms.
However, the application of a large number of these chemical reagents
will definitely cause secondary pollution to the environment [52–54]
and the long time use will also make microorganisms have resistance to
these chemicals. Once the microorganism has established an environ-
ment suitable for its growth, it is difficult to eliminate it completely by
the same chemical reagent [55]. To solve this problem, besides in-
venting new eco-friendly bactericide and antifoulant, the most popular
tendency now is that both chemical bactericide and antifoulant are
coupled with some new materials, chemicals and technologies through
synergistic action to reduce their dosage and achieve better bactericidal
effect at the same time. Fig. 5 is a schematic showing this concept of the
article and the following parts of this article summarized four new
strategies in line with this concept.

3.1. Bactericide synergist

In the area of controlling and preventing MIC caused by SRB and
IOB, the bactericide synergist is one of the most common applied che-
mical agents which can disperse or destroy biofilms to change sessile
bacteria into planktonic bacteria and then, the bactericides can reach
and kill these bacteria more easily [56,57]. Fig. 6 shows this process
schematically.

Xu D K et al. [58] and Xu H et al. [59] studied the influence of D-
amino acid on SRB biofilms and found that although D-Amino acid will
not affect the normal metabolic activities, it can obviously decrease the
production of EPS in biofilm and the adhesion amount of SRB on the
surface of materials which make D-Amino acid a suitable synergist to
control SRB biofilms. Xu et al. [60] also found that D-Methionine can
enhance the dispersion of biofilm and then the sessile SRB cell body can
be transformed into planktonic state which will have proper synergistic
effect with bactericide. D-Tyrosine [61] is also considered that it can
promote the migration of SRB biofilm together with bactericide to
improve the bactericidal effect. These researches on single D-Amino
acid found that one kind of acid can only affect limited microorganisms.
In order to deal with the complicated biofilms produced by different
SRB, Xu et al. [58] also made a D-Amino acid mixture with equimolar of

Fig. 5. Schematic of the concept of controlling biofilm to prevent MIC and bio-fouling through the synergistic action between traditional chemicals and some new
materials or technologies.
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4 different acids and studied its synergist effect. The results demon-
strated that a D-Amino acid mixture can achieve the best synergist effect
by cooperating with chelators and bactericides. According to the me-
chanism of biofilm causing MIC, Xia et al. [26] start to pay attention to
the metal material itself and firstly invented a novel Cu-bearing 2205
duplex stainless steel based on the biofilm destroying ability of Cu. This
new kind of stainless steel has better antibacterial efficiency than the
traditional duplex stainless steel which is 7.75% and 96.92% after one
day and seven days, respectively. The experimental results from this
work suggest that the copper ions released from 2205-Cu-DSS can in-
hibit the biofilm and then mitigate MIC.

3.2. Antifoulant releasing coatings with self-polishing copolymers and
degradable polymers

For most marine bio-fouling situations, antifoulant is mostly applied
to control the activity of microorganisms in biofilms or prevent adhe-
sion of microorganisms and formation of biofilms just like the appli-
cation of chemical bactericide to prevent MIC. Generally, the anti-
foulant is carried by different polymer binders to form the so-called
antifoulant releasing coatings applied in marine industry, especially on
ships. As a result, these polymer binders are virtually the synergists for
antifoulant and their performance in marine environment mainly de-
termines the effects of antifoulant. The most popular binder used now is
self-polishing copolymers (SPC) [62]. In SPC, the silyl/copper/zinc
ester side groups can undergo hydrolysis to generate a hydrophilic
surface, which is then polished away by water flow to wash out the bio-
fouling adhered and at the same time, the carried antifoulants are re-
leased alongside to control the activity of microorganisms in biofilms
[63,64]. However, their surface renewal is not quick enough without
strong water flow, so most SPC coatings have poor resistance to marine
bio-fouling organisms under static conditions. Moreover, slow surface
erosion and continuous water absorption may cause the swelling of
coatings, which negatively impacts the mechanical and antifouling
performance. Several studies have been done to improve the perfor-
mance of SPC binders to release the antifoulant more stably and effi-
ciently. Bressy et al. [65–69] have developed diblock copolymers of
tert-butyldimethylsilyl methacrylate (TBDMSiMA) and methyl metha-
crylate (MMA) with controlled microstructures by reversible addition-
fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization for antifouling,
which demonstrate better controlled erosion rate and antifouling effi-
ciency than the statistical copolymer coatings [66].

Zhang et al. [62] firstly proposed a concept called Dynamic Surface
Antifouling (DSA), where the dynamic surface of coating refers to a
changing surface that continuously renews itself in marine environment
and thus decreases the adhesion of bio-fouling and improves the anti-
foulant release as well under both dynamic and static conditions. Based

on this innovative concept, Zhang et al. [62] have developed a series of
degradable polymer with dynamic surfaces which have tunable re-
newability, and excellent antifouling and mechanical performance.
Degradable polyester based polyurethanes are one kind of these poly-
mers. Ma et al. [70] found that the polyurethane based on a copolymer
of caprolactone (CL) and glycolide (GA) demonstrates high degradation
rates and the rates increase with GA content. The immersion test in
seawater for 3 months for the polyurethane with 10mol% GA in the soft
segment showed best antifouling performance without any antifoulant
which indicates that the degradable polymer itself is effective in anti-
fouling. Zhang et al. [62] also summarized that degradable polymer is a
better binder for antifoulants than traditional SPC because its constant
surface renewal rate in seawater can release out the antifoulant in a
more stable manner which can extend the service life of coatings and
reduce the pollution for environment. So the cooperation between ef-
ficient antifoulant and degradable polymer binder with dynamic sur-
face could be a potential method to prevent marine bio-fouling.

3.3. External electric field

As summarized above, both MIC and marine bio-fouling are mainly
caused by the adhesion and growing of marine microorganisms on the
material surfaces, and the formation of biofilms play an important role
in inducing these phenomena. Previous studies also found that it is
difficult to eradicate biofilms from the material surfaces and the con-
centrations of bactericides required to kill sessile bacteria growing in
the biofilms are much higher than those needed for bacteria in the
planktonic state [71–73]. Some early researches have tried to explain
this mechanism of biofilms. J. W. Costerton [74] firstly considered that
EPS metabolized by microorganisms is responsible for binding bacter-
icides before they reach the target cells because exopolysaccharide
contained in EPS is charged and has inherent ion exchange properties.
Based on this hypothesis, Sandra A. Blenkinsopp et al. [75] thought that
disrupting those charges on EPS could sufficiently allow penetration of
bactericides to the target cells by electrifying the system. They also did
some initial researches and found that three common industrial bac-
tericides can have enhanced effects against P. aeruginosa biofilms within
a low-strength electric field with a low current density. The nature of
the mechanisms has not been confirmed but could be the influences of
electroporation, electrophoresis, and iontophoresis et al. J. Liu et al.
[76] also explored the synergistic effect of electric field and bactericide
against SRB biofilms. Their results indicated that extra electric field
barely influenced the formation of biofilms but damaged the structure
of formed biofilms and helped mass transfer of bactericides through
biofilms and desorption of calcium and magnesium ions from biofilms
which could enhance the damage effects from electric field. All these
mechanisms of external electric field lead to its efficient synergistic
effect with bactericides.

Based on the positive effects of external electric field in anti-biofilm,
some electro-active materials which can create micro electric field by
itself like piezoelectric materials can be considered as potential mate-
rials to prevent MIC and bio-fouling. The ability of killing micro-
organisms from piezoelectric ceramics due to the micro electric field
has been proved by some researches and the mechanisms have also
been discussed in the biomedical materials area [77–80]. As a result,
applying piezoelectric materials in marine anti-corrosion and anti-
fouling area could be a new choice for further exploration.

3.4. Conducting polymers

Due to the electrical activity of biofilms on the material surfaces in
marine environment, conducting polymers are considered to be po-
tential materials to prevent marine corrosion and bio-fouling because of
their special conducting characteristic. Actually, the studies of anti-
corrosion of conducting polymer have started since Deberry et al.
[81,82] firstly found that electrodeposited polyaniline film on stainless

Fig. 6. Schematic showing that bactericide synergist could change sessile bac-
teria in biofilm into planktonic bacteria by dispersing or destroying the biofilm.
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steel can significantly reduce its corrosion rate in sulfuric acid solution.
A lot of researchers have explored the corrosion resistance of different
conducting polymers like polyaniline, polypyrrole, polythiophene and
their derivatives [83–88]. Most of these previous studies focused on the
traditional metal corrosion resistance mechanisms like passivation layer
formation on metal surface, metal corrosion potential increase and
corrosion rate reduction. Recently, more researchers have started to pay
attention on the abilities of preventing MIC and marine bio-fouling of
conducting polymers. Some concepts and studies have been proposed
including (1) Adjusting the pH value of the conducting polymer coating
to stabilize it in the acidic range in order to prevent the adhesion and
grow of microorganisms and adhesive marine organisms which are
suitable for the alkaline seawater on material surface [89]; (2) The
conducting polymers can be set as anode and the parts of metals which
contact the seawater are set as cathode. When a weak current is applied
between these two electrodes, the surface seawater will be electrolyzed
into sodium hypochlorite and then forms an ionic membrane which can
damage the cell tissues of organisms. Also the concentration of sodium
hypochlorite in seawater is low enough and will not pollute the en-
vironment [89,90]; (3) Apply conducting polymers with conductivity
higher than 10 9 S/cm as the base matrix of coating without any current
[91]. X. H. Wang et al. [92] did these experiments with conducting
polyaniline and found that the polymer has special marine antifouling
ability without any current applied and it also has good synergetic ef-
fects with some kinds of bactericides like cuprous oxide or di-
chlorodiphenyltrichloroethane. A recently study [93] also found that
the conducting polymer polypyrrole can respond to electric signal and
then change the hydrophobicity of its surface which indicates that
polypyrrole could construct an electric controlled amphiphilic surface
in order to prevent the adhesion of marine microorganisms. These
previous studies have initially illustrated that conducting polymers
could be potential marine anti-corrosion and anti-fouling materials.
However their mechanisms are not clear enough and deeper researches
should be done in the future.

4. Conclusions

Microbiological corrosion and bio-fouling of materials are two main
reasons of marine corrosion to cause the damage and failure of equip-
ment and structures served in marine environment. The micro-
biologically influenced corrosion (MIC) is caused by SRB, IOB and their
biofilms. The new BCSR and EET theories explaining MIC mechanisms
are discussed. The formation of bio-fouling is also closely related to the
biofilms. As a result, the strategies of preventing MIC and bio-fouling
mainly focus on controlling the activity of microorganisms in biofilms,
the adhesion of organisms and the formation of biofilms. New materials
or technologies are cooperated with traditional bactericide or anti-
foulant through synergistic action in order to reduce their dosage and
achieve better bactericidal effect at the same time.

Four aspects of research approaches of methods based on this con-
cept were summarized including: (1) Bactericide synergist which could
disperse biofilms was developed to enhance the bactericidal effect of
traditional bactericide. (2) The performance of antifoulant releasing
coatings has been improved due to the modified self-polishing copoly-
mers and the new invented degradable polymers. (3) External electric
field was applied as a synergistic method with bactericides to damage
biofilms and prevent corrosion and bio-fouling. (4) Conducting poly-
mers were introduced to prevent corrosion and bio-fouling due to their
conducting characteristics.

The development tendency of preventing marine MIC and bio-
fouling in the future is to find methods and materials which have highly
efficiency, long service life, easy implement process, low cost and en-
vironment friendly application under the complicated marine en-
vironment. The research approaches introduced in this article brought
some new angles, but they may not match all of these requirements by
themselves. As a result, the integration and synergistic action of

different materials and technologies to avoid the weaknesses of each
other will be a very important research direction in marine anti-cor-
rosion and anti-fouling in the future.
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